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Currently, finished consumer products and luxury goods are levied at a higher level of import tariffs. For
example- no company should through its waste in rivers. Now all the work is machine oriented. A reappraisal
of the rosy picture of the Nigerian market is seriously in order now. The regulations affect which products can
be imported, exported, and sold in stores. Oct 3, Kiesha Frue The retail industry is everywhere. Then, they
shape their offerings based on this data. Education levels : Education is one of the most important factor which
influence the buying power of consumer, while selecting a particular good a consumer should know all its
features so it can differentiate them with another products. If economy grows at a higher speed it will directly
affect the growth of the organization. People save their money for products of necessity. Changes in life style :
Change in life style also leads to increase or decrease in the demand for different commodities. Exchange rates
: This shows that what is the exchange rate or foreign currency rate. It helps the organzation to divide the
markets in different segments to target a large of customers. Amazon and Walmart are going head-to-head.
Automation : Change in technology will leads to automation, this means that with new technology labour
required is less as machines are automatic. Just turn on your smartphone and start shopping online. Legal
factors become trickier once the company expands overseas or offers products online. The retail industry was
able to hold itself up even during the recession. All retail stores need to meet the environmental requirements
for consumer and employee safety. Here you can find food products, clothing, and electronics, in large
quantities. This massive support enables these local players to spend huge amounts of money on marketing
and advertising. Political factor. Foreign direct investment rose 5.


